Current generators and properties of early components evoked in rat olfactory cortex.
Depth-profile, current-source-density (CSD) and impedance analysis were used to determine the current generators of secondary waves "a" and "b" in the response evoked in pyriform cortex (PC) of the urethane anesthetized rat following OB or LOT stimulation. Positive peaks (sinks) in the second-derivative curves of the "a" and "b" waves were localized at 50-75 and 225-250 microns deep, respectively. Cortical impedance was significantly (p less than 0.01) correlated with the cell packing density of PC layers, being maximal close to the zero dipole point of the gross evoked response; magnitude of conductivity gradients was, however, insufficient to alter the interpretation of positive and negative peaks in terms of net membrane currents. Post-tetanic and/or frequency potentiation of PC responses but not long-term potentiation were found in the majority of animals tested. Recovery of the test "b" wave was faster when using paired-shock stimulation at 3.0 Hz than at 0.3 Hz; suppression of this component following a conditioning OB volley could be overcome and the "b" wave facilitated if either a long-latency component (i.e., 65-100 msec) was present in the priming response, or if the conditioning stimulus was delivered to the mediodorsal thalamic nucleus (MDT). These results confirm and extend similar ones in other species, suggesting that following OB or LOT stimulation three successive excitatory processes take place in PC neural elements of the rat under urethane anesthesia: an initial monosynaptic excitation of distal segments of apical dendrites of layer II cells, and to a lesser extent, also of layer III neurons ("a" wave), followed by action potentials in their respective somas (PS wave); subsequently, long association axons give rise to a di or polysynaptic compound EPSP in proximal apical and possibly also, in basal pyramidal dendrites ("b" wave; early reactivation process). Finally, a "late" reactivation takes place in PC involving neurons which participated in the early reactivation process (late component). In addition, heterosynaptic facilitation of the "b" wave in the PC evoked response follows MDT conditioning stimulation.